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Granada

Comfort Superior

Set around a tradit ional 
Andalusian-style courtyard 
4* Hotel Vincci Albayzin 
features air-conditioned 
rooms with free Wi-Fi. It has a 
fitness center including a 
sauna. 

Strategically located in a 
quiet area but at the heart of 
the city, next to El Corte 
Inglés Shopping Center, very 
close to the Congress Hall & 
with the Cathedral  less than 
half a mile away. 

The hotel restaurant serves a 
combination of traditional 
and international cuisine. 

This stylish hotel features an 
outdoor pool, a gym and a spa 
with Turkish bath, hot tub and 
saunas. Rooms include LCD 
satellite TV & free Wi-Fi is 
available throughout the hotel. 
Each air-conditioned room has 
modern décor and elegant dark 
wood furniture. Bathrooms 
come with toiletries and a 
hairdryer.

Located next to Granada Train 
Station and to Fuente Nueva 
Park and the University of 
Granada. The historic Albaicin 
district and Granada Cathedral 
are around half a mile away.

Abba Mia restaurant serves 

international food. 

This 19th-century building 
hotel offers  soundproof 
rooms with  private balcony. It 
offers free Wi-Fi & there is a 
minibar in every room. Free 
toiletries and a pillow menu 
are included.

Located in the historic center, 
and within walking distance to 
the Congress Hall & the 
Cathedral.

There is a restaurant and a 
c a f é - b a r  w h e r e  b u ff e t 
breakfast is served offering 
local and international food  
and a selection of wines.

 AC Palacio de Santa Paula is 
housed between a former 
14th-century Casa Morisca 
and a 16th-century Conven. 

It's a protected building, 
which retains features from 
the past, mixed with luxurious 
modern facilities; gym, sauna 
and Turkish bath. Free Wi Fi & 
meeting rooms available.

Located in Gran Vía, a main 
street in the historic center, 
320 yards from Granada 
Cathedral.

Restaurant El Claustro serves 
l u n c h e s ,  d i n n e r s  a n d 
e x q u i s i t e  b u ff e t - s t y l e 
breakfasts. Hotel Terrace, in 
the central cloister, has views 
into the convent. 

Alhambra Palace,  is  just 
o u t s i d e  t h e  A l h a m b r a ' s 
a n c i e n t  w a l l s ,  o ff e r i n g 
spectacular views of the city of 
Granada. It features stylish 
rooms with Moorish-inspired 
décor, free Wi-Fi and satellite 
TV.

You can walk to the Alhambra 
through a small wooded area 
and you can also walk to the 
main city center or to the 
UNESCO World Heritage site 
of Albayzín, the medieval 
Moorish quarter.

The hotel's restaurant serves 
Andalusian food and there is 
also a bar with a terrace 
featuring impressive views of 
Granada and  Sierra Nevada. 

A 19th-century palace & 
UNESCO-protected building 
define th is  hote l which 
f e a t u r e s  g ro u n d s  w i t h 
Arabian-style fountains, 
e l e g a n t  r o o m s  w i t h 
contemporary design, while 
conserving the original décor 
of this historic property. Wi-Fi 
is offered for a fee. All air 
conditioned rooms have flat-
screen satel l i te TV and 
hardwood floors. The hotel 
spa includes a sauna, Turkish 
b a t h  a n d  i n d o o r  p o o l , 
m a s s a g e s  a n d  b e a u t y 
treatments.  

Located less than half a mile 
from Granada Cathedral. 
Senzone Restaurant serves 
healthy cuisine, using only 
the best fresh ingredients.
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Technical Program Suggestions

Welcome by our local guide & driver.  
Transfer from the airport to the hotel chosen hotel 
accompanied by your local tour guide who will do an 
introduction of the location & program overview. 
Arrival to the hotel & welcome drinks with tapas. 
Dinner at the hotel. 

DAY 1 – Arrival to destination 

DAY 2 – Discover Granada 

Comfort Superior

Classic Interactive In depth

MORNING
Guided tour along the historic streets of Granada's 
city center & Albaycín quarter. 
LUNCH
Unique restaurant located in the city's bullring with 
supreme quality food.
AFTERNOON
Alhambra guided tour with a local guide. 
Relax in a  inspiring Hamman, Arab baths located 
at the heart of the city (Plaza Nueva) 
DINNER 
A few steps from the Hamman, we will head to a 
historic restaurant with Andalusian Courtyard  
located in a popular area for Grenadians.  
Return to the hotel. 

MORNING
Discover Granada's city center & the Albaycín quarter 
with an interactive Gymkhana or theatrical visit with 
actors
AFTERNOON
Tapas route (Historic bars) 
TIME AT LEISURE 
PM + DINNER
Learn flamenco basics with the experts (workshop)
Typical dinner in a unique atmosphere, inside a gipsy 
cave, a venue where you will be able to see the 
flamenco experts on stage, performing a breathtaking 
70' flamenco show.   
A F T E R  D I N N E R  ( A L H A M B R A U N D E R  T H E 
STARLIGHTS)
Transfer to the Alhambra where our local guide will 
take us through the Nasrid Palaces, at night time the 
visit becomes even more special due to the effect of 
the lights.  
Return to the hotel.

MORNING
Granada in deep, meet the locals & learn about traditions &  
local products elaboration. Your local guide will introduce 
you to the artisans while walking along the most singular 
streets. 
LUNCH 
Typical lunch in a charming atmosphere just outside 
Granada, combined with an Andalusian horse show which 
will awake all our senses.   
TIME AT LEISURE 
AFTERNOON
Enter Alhambra just with your group, no one else yes, that's 
possible! The best time to feel the Alhambra, between the 
sunset & the nightime, the space can be booked for you 
exclusively, make the most out of this visit!  
DINNER 
The unique restaurant housed in a 15th-century convent 
which is a National Parador  will put the cherry on top of the 
cake. It features a terrace overlooking the Alhambra's 
gardens & a traditional enclosed patio. Return to the hotel.



DAY 1 – A   rrival to destination

DAY 3 – From Granada to Guadix (Desert, Caves Dwellings & Nature) 

Comfort Superior

MORNING
Guided tour along the medieval Arab citadel and its 16th century Cathedral which 
contrasts with its unique quarter where an impressive number of cave-houses 
remains still inhabited.
LUNCH & AFTERNOON
A cave complex which offers high quality local food will be our place for lunch. 
Walk along the complex, enjoy coffee in the terrace with views to the countryside & 
then get ready to elaborate the basic products of the Mediterranean diet (wine, 
bread & cheese) in a group workshop. 
Return to Granada & TIME AT LEISURE
DINNER 
Head to Moorish quarter of Granada & discover a real “Carmen” (unique & typical 
house from this area of Granada) a historic restaurant with amazing views to the 
Alhambra.   
 Return to the hotel.

MORNING
From Granada to Guadix & the Marquesado region, you will take the lead by 
driving a 4x4 towards the impressive desert of Gorafe (Bad Lands Route) with 
optional visit to La Calahorra Castle. 
LUNCH
We will enjoy lunch in a unique atmosphere (inside a cave-restaurant) where local 
products are the key. 
AFTERNOON
We will head an interesting outdoor EcoMuseum which offers a wide range of 
options in & outdoor. Teambuilding activities , photo tour, local products 
workshops…  
Return to Granada & TIME AT LEISURE
DINNER 
Head the Moorish quarter of Granada & discover a real “Carmen” (unique & typical 
house from this area of Granada) a historic restaurant with amazing views to the 
Alhambra.   
Return to the hotel.



DAY 1 – A   rrival to destination

DAY 4 –   Costa Tropical, Where Granada Meets The Mediterranean Sea 

Comfort Superior

MORNING
We will head from the city of Granada to its Coast the so called “Costa Tropical” 
where we can scroll along the streets of the small whitewashed towns & walk 
along a plantation of Tropical Products with an expert.   
LUNCH 
Under the pleasant sun we can enjoy lunch at the same Tropical Products farm or a 
fish based menu overlooking the sea at the Marina.
AFTERNOON
Explore the rich sealife by diving in the Mediterranean waters or if you prefer, just 
relax & enjoy the sun. 
Return to Granada & dinner at the hotel

MORNING
The route between Granada city and its Tropical Coast is defined by “Rio Verde” a 
river which brings waters from Sierra Nevada mountains & offers a unique location 
for canyoning & trekking as you see how the nature change as you are reaching 
the pleasant temperatures of the coast.  
LUNCH 
Just before reaching the sea, a VIP PICNIC will be waiting for you in the nature. 
AFTERNOON
Once in the Mediterranean sea, you would be able to do a dive immersion or enjoy 
a pleasant sunset cruise in catamaran along the coast, a breathtaking scenery. 
Return to Granada & dinner at the hotel



DAY 1 – A   rrival to destination

DAY 5 – The Alpujarras or Sierra Nevada (Explore the nature around Granada)

Comfort Superior

MORNING
We will head south to the historic area of the Alpujarras, famous by the rich waters 
with mineral-medicinal properties. A place which seems to remain indiferent to the 
passing of time. We will enjoy a pleasant easy trekking along the 3 towns of the 
Poqueira ravine (Capileira, Bubión & Pampaneira). We will have the chance to 
experience the special charm of the typical towns with houses that have been 
adapted to the rugged terrain and the local climate, situated on narrow streets 
where vestiges of the town's Moorish past remains.   
LUNCH 
It's a must to try the unique local products “Plato alpujarreño” in a charming 
family-run restaurant.
AFTERNOON
Return to Granada & time at leisure. 
SPECIAL FAREWELL DINNER

MORNING
The Alpujarras region treats us with a spectacular area where your team can enjoy 
a multiple teambuilding program including (archery, zip-line, BTT, rappel, 
hiking…)This will be combined with a visit to a local Serrano ham dryplace with 
degustation accompanied with a glass of local wine. We can also add a local 
products handcraft workshop.  
LUNCH 
We will enjoy a great VIP PICNIC surrounded by the rich flora & fauna of the area, 
unique scenery over the Poqueira ravine, between the Mediterranean coast and 
Sierra Nevada National Park. 
AFTERNOON
Return to Granada & time at leisure. 
SPECIAL FAREWELL DINNER

SPRING, SUMMER & AUTUMN SEASONS

WINTER SEASON - SIERRA NEVADA

 Less than 1 hour away from Granada) is Europe's south-most ski resort, at more than 3,000 m above sea level. Beneath the Andalusian sun, with views of the coast. This 
could well sum up what it is like to ski at Sierra Nevada, in the stunning mountains of Granada. The privileged location of this Andalusian ski resort guarantees a high 
proportion of sunny days, even in mid-winter. On a clear day, you can see the coast and the sea on both sides of the Mediterranean, a spectacular view that it is well worth 
recording forever in your memory.

MORNING
We will take a short drive to Sierra Nevada. In this location we will enjoy a ½ DAY 
OF SKY or SNOWSHOEING route.
LUNCH 
In a charming 4*hotel-restaurant with panoramic views to the mountains & the 
ski slopes.    
AFTERNOON
Return to Granada & time at leisure. 
SPECIAL FAREWELL DINNER

MORNING
We will take a short drive to Sierra Nevada. Your team will participate in a 
COMPETITION which involves teambuilding with original activities as building an 
igloo, survival strategy, archery, sleigh or Nordic walking among others things.   
LUNCH 
We will take the cable-car to enjoy a panoramic air view of the ski resort & to reach 
the highest restaurant of Europe, at the heart of the ski resort, where we will enjoy 
our meal. 
AFTERNOON
Return to Granada & time at leisure. 
SPECIAL FAREWELL DINNER

Comfort Superior



SPECIAL FAREWELL DINNER WITH LIVE MUSIC

PASSION AND CHARM: 
DINNER & FLAMENCO SHOW IN A GIPSY CAVE   

ANDALUSIAN EXPERIENCE: 
SPANISH HAM & OLIVE OIL IN A CORTIJO

This unique place, located at the heart of the Albaycin Quarter, is a great venue for 
enjoying a FAREWELL DINNER. High quality show which takes place in a cave, the 
peculiar architecture which defines Flamenco in Granada. This venue, located in an 
emblematic neighborhood, set with a fine decoration and a show which counts with 
great professional flamenco artists. 

Quality food in traditional recipe's with a great atmosphere guaranteed by the 
flamenco artists who run this special cave carefully decorated. 

This is a large venue which offers personalized flamenco workshops for your group 
and can be closed for your group exclusively to have maximum privacy.  

This Cortijo (typical Andalusian countryhouse) was built to cope with Andalusia's 
climate with its stone walls, patios and fountains. Located in a hidden place, just 
about 30 minutes from Granada, this is a special place, surrounded by olive groves, 
wheat and sunflower fields. 
In this authentic venue, we can prepare for your group activities as : 
-  Olive Oil Tasting Workshop with an expert 
-  The Art of Slicing Spanish Ham, with a maestro cortador. Discover all the secrets of 
the Spanish Ham Slicing & why it's considered an art. 
Welcome a drink and dinner in all the areas that this Cortijo offers respecting the 
original architecture.

Many options of LIVE MUSIC can be arranged, according to client's preferences. (**)

WINEYARDS & VIEWS TO SIERRA NEVADA: 
DINNER + WINETASTING IN A SPECIAL & MODERN WINE CELLAR 

COMPLEX 

THE FIRST & ONLY PANORAMIC & ROTATORY RESTAURANT IN 
SPAIN: 

DINNER WITH 360º VIEWS & OPEN AIR TERRACE IN HEIGHTS

Enjoy a memorable evening in a peculiar modern restaurant-hotel & wine cellar 
which preserves the atmosphere of a wine producer. This complex located 
between the city of Granada and the Mediterranean coast offers a perfect setting for 
producing high quality wines. Located just about 25 minutes away from Granada 
City Center & surrounded by the vineyard lands and with views to Sierra Nevada 
Mountains, this is  a perfect location for the group to enjoy a memorable evening.

The complex offers several rooms which adapt to each group´s needs, many 
activities as wine tasting while visiting the wine cellar or a workshop of “elaborating 
your own wine” among others things can be organized.

Many options of LIVE MUSIC can be arranged, according to client's preferences. (**)

This modern restaurant is the only one in Spain with these features panoramic & 
rotatory. 

The innovative venue shows a fine interior architecture with capacity for 300 guests 
& offers impressive views to all the areas of the city, including the stunning Alhambra 
Complex, Sierra Nevada Mountains & the city – center.  

The restaurant's kitchen settles its identity in three principles: best quality products, 
tradition & respectful innovation. It offers also a perfect terrace to be used for your 
welcome drinks or after dinner. 

An open space on heights to enjoy the benign temperatures of Granada with the 
best music & cocktails. 



HIGHEST QUALITY FOOD IN A TRADITIONAL & HISTORIC PLACE  
A CARMEN; THE SOUL OF THE ALBAYCÍN: 

DINNER IN A HISTORICAL NEIGHBORHOOD WITH SUPERB VIEWS  

Close to the City Center, in the way to Sierra Nevada Mountains, a restaurant 
frequented by celebrities such as the Spanish Royal family. A venue of elaborated 
architecture and fine decoration with the highest quality food which means the 
result of a dream made true as its owners (Pedraza brothers) who started it as a 
small inn back in 1976 and nowadays an elegant restaurant with personality in a 
warm & regal atmosphere. It offers a creative and imaginative cuisine with typical 
products as the main protagonists. Recommended in Michelin, Euro-Toques & 
Repsol guides. 

It offers several areas, including a terrace and a small wine cellar so many options 
can be combined according to group preferences. Many options of LIVE MUSIC can 
be arranged, according to client's preferences. (**)
 

Located in the Albaycín neighborhood, Granada´s ancient Moorish quarter and an 
UNESCO World Heritage site, we find this elegant restaurant CARMEN with a 
breathtaking view of the Alhambra. The word Carmen comes from the Arab word 
karm meaning vine. In Granada this word meant a house in the Albaycín with specific 
characteristics. A home adapted to leisure and at the same time as being practical. 
The garden with fruit trees bring colour, shade and fragrance to the garden but also 
have a practical function. Often the outdoor space is on different levels. Ponds, 
fountains or water channels are found within the gardens, the movement of the 
water between the different levels creates a comforting sound as well as refreshing 
the area to keep the plants and trees humid. 
This venue features an exquisitely mastered variety of local cuisine, as well as a wide 
range of wines, including our ecological wine produced in  the Alpujarras region. 
 
Listening to the sound of a Spanish guitar while enjoying dinner in a Carmen with 
superb views to the Alhambra is something that can't be described, you have to 
experience it!

LIVE MUSIC (**)

Many options of LIVE MUSIC can be arranged, according to client's preferences (**)
-   Flamenco performances (Solo or duet of Spanish guitar, 6/8 artists format)
-   Classic String Trio or Quartet
-   Jazz quartet 

Flamenco Cave Wine Cellar Complex Señorío de NevadaAndalusian Cortijo Traditional Restaurant Panoramic RestaurantCarmen Restaurant
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